
When Kurt Rumens married Teri Arnold, the fact 
she was a “horse girl” became an opportunity. Or, 
as Kurt would say, his chance 
at a “24/7-Santa” moment. 

In 1991, four years into family life, the young couple could not 
possibly have anticipated what a monumental commitment to 
breeding Morgan horses would lie ahead at what would become 
Fire Run Farm.
 Teri and her sisters grew up with their mother, Virginia 
Arnold’s, Morgan horses. “My mother probably raised 65 foals,” 
Teri says. “We had a beautiful stallion named Tawncrest Kahlua. 

We couldn’t afford to show on a national level, but my sisters and 
I showed Kahlua to many local and regional championships.” At 

those shows in the Pacific Northwest the 
Arnolds would encounter Morgan trainers 

who were showing nationally, including Don Deardorff and Jerry 
Blake, and the family caught the bug.
 “I had lived in New England and would drive by Morgan 
horses,” Kurt says, “but I never got to know Morgans until I moved 
out here and met Teri.” 
 That meeting took place in 1983. On a shoestring budget, Kurt 
had already started the Lopi Stove Company, which has expanded 
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ABOVE: The mares Fleeting Heart, Essence Of Time, and Wide Eyed Innocence, BHOF at Fire Run Farm with their 1999 foals (photo © Jay Goss). 
INSET: Kurt and Teri Rumens with Fire Run trainer Suzanne Haberek.
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The Fire Run herd didn’t evolve. It erupted.
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today to Travis Industries, where Kurt remains president. These 
days the business is a large scale, multi-brand manufacturer of 
fireplace installations, wood and pellet stoves, and unique “fire 
gardens.” Teri was, and remains, self-employed as a wholesale 
diamond and jewelry broker.
 The couple was married in 1987 and lived in Kirkland, 
Washington. Kurt’s “24/7-Santa” moment occurred in 1991. He 
explains, “Out of curiosity, we went to a dispersal sale on Vashon 
Island at Rick and Peggy Young’s Morningside Morgans. We did 
not go to purchase a horse. The girls wanted to see the horses and 
I love to see beautiful places and architecture. Lot 13 came up and 
Teri was saying the horse was so beautiful and Virginia was saying it 

was so correct. The horse sold. But I took note of their enthusiasm. 
I took a walk and I saw this gentleman from the Janzen Farm in 
Alberta, Canada, who had bought the horse. He had paid $1,500 
and I asked him if he’d like to double his money. We did the deal. 
I came back to the seats with the horse’s halter and told Teri she’d 
have to come and check it out.”
 The horse was Midtone (Something Blue x Mission Liebchen), 
the mare who would put Teri back in the ring riding one of the 
most beautiful Morgans ever to wear silver. They eventually also 
bought her dam to breed, producing the first foals with the FRF 
prefix. And a breeding program was born.
 Kurt recalls, “There were a number of Morgan show people at 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Kurt driving Pondview Tres Bien and Teri on Midtone, the mare that started it all. Both of the Rumens’ 
daughters have enjoyed world championship rides: Velvet showing Memorial in hunter pleasure and Cheyenne on Temptation’s Answer 

(photos © Casey McBride, Jay Goss, Howard Schatzberg).
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the auction and they hadn’t bid on this horse. She wasn’t blowing 
and trotting. We brought Midtone over to Jerry Blake to train. 
He had her a couple days and said, ‘Come over and talk to me.’ I 
remember what he said to Teri, ‘Give me a saddle with a horn and 
she’ll win the world.’”
 Teri continues, “I said to him, ‘What are you talking about? I 
don’t know anything about Western.’ But I got used to a saddle with 
a horn. She was amazing. I’ve never switched.” Midtone’s record of 
Western pleasure victory passes would take up pages. In addition 
to multiple Grand National championships, she, Teri, and Kurt 
scored wins of the Ladies and Amateur Western Pleasure World 
Championships in the mid-1990s.

World titles and victory passes may have cemented the 
family’s interest, but a single horse viewed in Oklahoma 
City super-charged the young couple’s course as 

Morgan breeders. 
 Kurt’s recollections speak to how profound the sighting 
of that one mare was. “We went as spectators to our first Grand 
National in Oklahoma and we saw MKS Destiny’s Echo [Serenity 
Masterpiece x Serenity Wing Song] showing in park saddle with 
Libby McLemore. We couldn’t believe this horse. She made an 
impression on our souls. We looked at each other and said, ‘there 
is a magic horse on the face of this earth.’” 

 Teri was equally smitten. “She was so big and powerful that I 
assumed she was a stud. I said to Kurt, ‘I want to breed to that one.’”
 Of course, MKS Destiny’s Echo wasn’t a stud, but she did inspire 
the Rumens epic breeding adventure, nonetheless. Eventually, Kurt 
says, “we bought half of [breeder] Mike Super’s herd.”
 “That one class and that one horse attracted us to that 
bloodline,” Teri says. 
 Kurt responds, “We said, ‘who is that, what is that, how in the 
future do we participate in that?’”
 The road from Washington State to Clayhill Farm in Ohio was 
not quite that direct, but the signposts along their journey with 
Morgan horses brought them there by and by.
 “It didn’t happen immediately,” Kurt states. “It took a few years. 
We had numerous Western horses. We worked with extraordinary 
trainers Jean and Tim Arcuri, who are good friends to this day. 
We had the privilege of working with master horsemen Eitan and 
Debbie Beth-Halachmy. We bought a park horse, HVK Flash Back, 
for Teri. Tim Arcuri brought us to Clayhill Farm when we were 
looking for horses to show and we bought a driving horse for me 
named Mandate, a son of Serenity Masterpiece. Keith Nelsen was 
living at Clayhill Farm, working for Mike Super. We got to know 
Keith through that transaction.”
 The Rumens were enjoying their horse show experience. “Tim 
and Jean were so accommodating,” Kurt says. “Going to their farm 

FOUNDATION STOCK
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The stallions Centerpiece and DBA Street Talk; The mares Fleeting Heart, Prelude To Passion, and Rush To Judgement, 

BHOF; The stallion Pondview Tres Bien joined the herd later (photos © Suzy Lucine, Howard Schatzberg, Casey McBride, Avalon Photography, Tami Johnson).
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in Oregon was always a break from the real world.” But the Rumens 
soon had the idea they’d like to have it all happen at their own 
farm with their own trainer. “We decided we would buy a farm and 
hire a trainer,” Kurt says. And they asked themselves, “who do we 
watch and admire that we think could bring a program forward 
that would give us some national stature?”
 They characterize Mike Super at that time as “a very private 
businessman,” who was at a point where, while he would continue 
to breed the Serenity Masterpiece bloodline, was not looking to 
have training continue at his facility. “We made Keith an offer,” Kurt 
says, “and he and his family accepted the move to Washington. But, 
we did not have a farm and we did not have the kind of horses 
Keith Nelsen would want to train.” 
 Both Teri and Kurt laugh recalling the assumptions all parties 
made at the time. “Keith took a job at a non-existent farm,” Kurt 
jokes. “But we told him we would buy a show farm.” 
 “We got used to him saying, ‘well this will never do,’ in true 
Keith Nelsen fashion,” Teri adds. 
 “Keith and [his wife] Kate and Teri and I would travel around 
looking at farms in a 50 mile radius of our home in Kirkland,” Kurt 
says. “We found this place and it remains our current location. 
About 30 acres, 25 minutes outside of Seattle. We came over the 
hill and saw it and said, ‘we can make something out of this.’ It is in 
such a pretty valley. We started expanding the barn right away. We 
built a 60 by 60 foot indoor arena.”
 Teri chimes in, “And Keith said, ‘this will never do.’ So it 
became 60 by 230. And then we added 30 stalls.”

Keith did not come empty-handed. A substantial herd of 
Morgan horses sealed the deal. 
 Mike Super owned Serenity Masterpiece (Serenity 

Grandmaster x Serenity Remember Me), the 1988 Park Saddle 
World Champion. The Clayhill Farm breeding program had 
gained lots of notice for the significant champions hitting the 
ring and today the Serenity Masterpiece bloodline is statistically 
significant, both on its own and as an outcross for the Waseeka’s In 
Command family dominating show ring results. But, adding allure 
to the livestock was the unique marketing plan in which, almost 
franchise-like, Super would sell mares to a few owners while 
retaining breeding rights to the stallion sons of Masterpiece. 
 “He was breeding exotic horses,” Teri enthuses. “The stock he 
was producing was really big and fancy and showy.”
 “He had total control and he was very deliberate about his use 
of that bloodline,” Kurt observes. “And he was getting good money. 
He’d average $50,000 on yearlings back 35 years ago.
 “We wanted to get into it. We knew we loved this bloodline, but 
at that point Mike Super had not sold any stallions to anybody. He 
had a restriction that you could buy a mare, but not a stallion. If you 
bought a mare and it was bred and had a colt, you had to geld it. He 
was the only one who could have the Masterpiece stallions. He was 
breeding beautiful horses, but he had some very big restrictions.”
 Times had changed since Kurt surprised Teri with a $3,000 
mare who would bring her great success in the show ring. The 
Rumens share here for the first time that, with an investment of 
one million dollars, they came to own four mares and two stallions 

from the Serenity Masterpiece bloodline, along with an elaborate 
arrangement to manage another stallion and additional mares 
owned by Mike Super. 
 The Rumens were able to purchase the stallions DBA Street 
Talk (Serenity Masterpiece x Kinglow’s Cherish) and Aftershock 
Dot Com (Centerpiece x Fleeting Heart [both by Serenity 
Masterpiece]). The initial mares included Fleeting Heart (Serenity 
Masterpiece x Serenity Memoryflite), Rush To Judgement, BHOF 
(Timelok x Cy Don’s Cynthia), Essence Of Time (Timelok x Up 
Hyre Lothian) and Slip Into Silk (Serenity Masterpiece x Cy Don’s 
Cynthia). The yearling filly Exhale (Centerpiece x Fond Memories 
[both by Serenity Masterpiece]) was purchased at the same time. 
The stallion Centerpiece (Serenity Masterpiece x Phaeton Hill 
Harmony) and the Masterpiece daughters Wide Eyed Innocence, 
BHOF (x Kinglow’s Cherish) and Prelude To Passion (x Cy Don’s 
Cynthia) came to live in Washington State as well. “Basically, Keith 
ran Mike Super’s breeding program here at Fire Run Farm. For 
that, we got a foal every year and on every other year we got the 
first pick of Mike’s foals,” Kurt says.
 In what is an understatement, Teri adds, “It was an incredible 
group of horses here on our farm.” 
 The Fire Run Farm breeding program didn’t evolve. It erupted 
overnight!

The whole family continued to show successfully out of their 
private stable under the direction of resident trainers. Teri 
has had saddle seat and Western partners and Kurt would 

be at the reins of some fancy harness horses. Daughters Velvet 
and Cheyenne both enjoyed show ring successes, including world 
championship victory passes in Oklahoma. However, their prolific 
breeding program was front and center, rekindling for Teri the 
activity she had enjoyed at her mother’s side, but this time on a 
major national scale. 
 “When Keith was starting to breed these horses, he was 
breeding the double cross—Masterpiece sons to Masterpiece 
daughters,” Teri explains. “Mike Super had already been doing that. 
Keith was using Street Talk and Centerpiece on these Masterpiece 
daughters. I was concerned it was kind of tight and I wasn’t sure 
it would work. But his intention was long term. His goal was 
foundation breeding stock for the future.
 “Kate [Nelsen] said to me, ‘Teri, these will be the foundation 
mares to produce some of the greatest show horses in the Morgan 
industry.’ It took time. Now we look back and say, ‘What a great 
decision.’ Those mares have been the backbone of both great 
breeding and show programs.” 
 The double Masterpiece granddaughter FRF Bridalveil (DBA 
Street Talk x Rush To Judgement, BHOF) is special to Kurt and 
Teri, and a huge contributor to the Fire Run production record 
today. “Bridalveil is one of the great mares produced from this 
program. She is so edgy and extreme. We’ve turned down so much 
money for her. Renee Page said to me, ‘I’d love to have that mare.’ 
And I asked her, ‘If you had her, who would you breed her to?’ And 
Renee said, ‘Anybody.’ She has that length of neck, and laid-back 
shoulder, and charisma. You could breed any typey stallion to her. 
Then you’ve got the package.” Bridalveil, who turned 21 this year, 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Stoney Point Bogart (out of FRF Looking Glass); As Predicted (out of Prediction by DBA Street Talk; bred by Tall Tails Farm); 
Indian Creek Icebreaker (out of Cache, BHOF; bred by Indian Creek Morgan Farm) (all photos © Kacy Lawver, Howard Schatzberg, Shane Shiflet). 

ALL IN THE FAMILY
While not bred by Fire Run Farm, all of these horses descend from the original foundation stock acquired from Clayhill Farm in the 1990s. 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Akira Derringer GCH (out of Fire Run Natalia; bred by Leslie Arnould); Bada Bing (out of Trade Secrets [DBA Street Talk x Prelude To 
Passion]; bred by Peggy and Phil Alderman); Crushin’ It (out of FRF Reason To Believe; bred by David Schwartz & David Helmuth) 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Clayhill Wow Factor (out of Flawless; bred by Holly M. Linden); Capital View Centurion CH (out of FRF Centerfold; bred by A Private Party).
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had two foals in 2021, both by Dragonsmeade Sea Dragon. “I don’t 
think I’ve ever had prettier babies,” Teri says.
 “You look at horses that trace back to our original group of 
mares and they’ve got the look-at-me, edgy look, a little more 
exotic. In the show ring, they pretty much always come to the front 
of the class. I see the mares through the descendants. I can always 
pick them out. We’re very proud of it. We started with potential 
and had a long-range plan.”

To the core of Masterpiece horses, the Rumens significantly 
added one more stallion of very different bloodlines. He 
would be a show horse for both Teri and Kurt and they 

would use him almost exclusively to produce the next generation 
from these mares.
 Kurt says “my trouble-maker mother-in-law, Virginia, and 
her opinionated friend, Beverley Olson” called from Oklahoma 
in 2001 and shared with the couple, “There’s a three-year-old. The 
horse is magic. You’ve got to buy him.” The horse was Pondview 
Tres Bien (Futurity French Command x Baymeadow Prima Diva) 
and, by the time Kurt and Teri arrived at the show, he had already 
won his Grand National Three-Year-Old Pleasure Driving Stallion 
Championship with trainer David Rand. 
 Kurt is a colorful storyteller. “I was looking for a driving horse 
for myself and we thought he’d be a great addition to our breeding 
program as well. We talked to David who quoted us a price and 
agreed to hold the price whether he won the world championship 
or not. I had two conditions. Obviously, a vet check. Plus, I wanted 
to get behind the horse and drive him before committing. I wanted 
to be sure I could do the horse justice. I asked to drive him after 
his last class. He won his world championship and passed his vet 
check. I drove him. I was amazed at how light in the bridle and 
responsive he was. Back at the stalls, David said, ‘There is one more 
thing about this horse I have to tell you. He’s only got one eye.’ I was 
looking at the horse and said, ‘what do you mean?’ And David said, 

‘That eye is glass. It is a prosthetic.’ We were silent. The horse was a 
lot of money. I looked at David and said, “You mean you want this 
much money for a one-eyed horse?’ David said, ‘Is that going to 
be a problem?’ I said, ‘Hell no, I couldn’t afford him if he had two 
good eyes!’”
 “Tres” is the sire of 64 foals, 19 of them for the Rumens. Today, 
the grand old stallion is owned by the Rumens’s friend, George 
Liberty, in Maine. 

It has been a colorful path that started with purchasing one mare 
as a surprise, led to one of the largest dollar acquisitions in 
Morgan sales history, and turned out a prodigious production 

record of both show and breeding stock. To date, 80 Morgans 
carry the Fire Run or FRF prefixes. While breeding continues at 
Fire Run, the primary business today centers around training, an 
amateur and junior exhibitor clientele, and a sold-out public lesson 
program. This is all headed up by trainer Suzanne Haberek, along 
with longtime farm manager Juan Gonzales and assistant Olyvia 
O’Brien. At Morgan Grand National last year Fire Run was agent 
on more than a half-dozen acquisitions of new horses for their 
show ring customers.
 Marrying a horse girl clearly changed Kurt Rumens’s life. “I 
started out doing this for Teri. I thought I was helping her with 
her dream. Over time it became my dream. I’ve loved learning the 
nuance of showing a horse myself. Then you add the magic of all 
the people it introduces you to. We all have a passion in common.”
 “I love showing, it’s important to me,” Teri says. “But I put 
so much effort into the breeding program. My satisfaction comes 
from watching our bloodlines come through the ingate. It brings 
back the history of these horses being born on this place and 
choosing names for them when they were just babies. I always go 
back to Kate Nelsen saying, ‘these mares will produce champions.’”
 In 2021, Fire Run bred three mares, using embryo transfer 
from each. One, of course, is their beloved FRF Bridalveil. Park 

FCM No Boundaries and FRF Bridalveil are two of the mares adding foals to the Fire Run prefix today 
(photos © Howard Schatzberg, Avalon Photography). 
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Saddle Reserve World Champion FCM No Boundaries (by ECP 
Anchor Man) is another, along with her dam, MSV Dreamer 
(Astronomicallee x Pompp And Pazazz, BHOF). The latter 
brings it all full circle. Kurt says, “Teri’s mom, Virginia, is 92 and 
she is partnered with us on the mare MSV Dreamer.” Teri adds, 
“Mom bought a breeding from Peggy Alderman to [2021 World 
Champion Stallion] Jus’ Sayin’ for this mare.”
 Teri is optimistic about the path ahead. “We are so excited 
about the future of our breeding program. Fire Run Farm 
welcomed seven new foals in 2021 and 2022. We have nine foals 
expected for 2023, which reflects our belief in FRF Bridalveil and 
MSV Dreamer, who, by the way, is out of the Serenity Masterpiece 
daughter Pompp and Pazazz. To date, all recipient mares have been 

confirmed in foal and these babies will carry on the legacy of our 
breeding program.”

It is often remarked that the Morgan horse community is as 
much about family as it is about horses. The Rumens provide a 
persuasive example. They’ve bred a singular Morgan bloodline, 

enjoyed the show ring as a family, and, today, are sharing it all 
with other families. Kurt sums up this feeling when he says, “Our 
daughters got involved and we enjoyed that so much. Now we have 
this training and lesson program that has gotten so many new 
families involved. We know we have something authentic. We’ve 
created an environment at the farm with the right trainer and the 
right people leading it. That’s how the passion continues.”   n

STALLIONS
DBA STREET TALK (Serenity Masterpiece x Kinglow’s Cherish)
Top ten-rated sire over multiple years; sire of world champions; 
sire of world champion-producing broodmares including top 
ranked Hall of Fame Broodmare Cache (x Fleeting Heart).

CENTERPIECE (Serenity Masterpiece x Phaeton Hill Harmony) 
Sire of 2021 Park Harness World Champion EKL Shakedown; 
2005 World Champion Mare RWF Over The Rainbow & world 
champion-producing broodmares including Unraveled, dam of 
Park Harness World Champion Dressed Up GCH.

PONDVIEW TRES BIEN (Futurity French Command x 
Baymeadow Prima Diva)
Sire of world and Grand National champions Fire Run High Noon, 
Fire Run Fairytale, and Fire Run Natalia, dam of World Champion 
Stallion Akira Derringer.

MARES
RUSH TO JUDGEMENT (BHOF) (Timelok x Cy Don’s Cynthia) 
(dam of 12 for FRF). Dam of: 

• FRF Bridalveil (by DBA Street Talk), dam of:
• Fire Run Fairytale (by Pondview Tres Bien), Grand 

National Junior Pleasure Driving titles
• Fire Run Best Man (by Pondview Tres Bien) Reserve 

World Champion English Pleasure Youth
• Fire Run Natalia (by Pondview Tres Bien), dam of

• Akira Derringer (by SpiceOLife Present Tense GCH), 
World Champion Stallion

• Fire Run High Noon (by Pondview Tres Bien), World 
Champion Western Pleasure Three-Year-Old

• FRF Supreme Judge (by Pondview Tres Bien), Reserve 
World Champion Gelding

FLEETING HEART (Serenity Masterpiece x Serenity Memory-

OFFSPRING OF PONDVIEW TRES BIEN
Fire Run High Noon; Fire Run Fairytale; Fire Run Natalia.

FIRE RUN FARM 
PRODUCTION RECORD

It is unique that a production record can be traced to a single group of foundation horses acquired in one transaction, 
as happened when Kurt and Teri Rumens made their visit to Mike and Karen Super’s Clayhill Farm in the late 1990s. 
The following is a partial production record of that group. It includes descendants of these horses, born while owned 

or managed by Fire Run Farm (FRF) and for other breeders and owners. 

OFFSPRING OF RUSH TO JUDGEMENT, BHOF
FRF Bridalveil, Fire Run Natalia, FRF Supreme Judge.

(photos © Debbie Uecker-Keough, Casey McBride, Howard Schatzberg, Avalon Photograph, Kayla)
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flyte) (dam of three for FRF). Dam of: 
• Cache (BHOF) (by DBA Street Talk), leading BHOF inductee 

with nine world champion offspring.
• FRF Centerfold (by Centerpiece), dam of:

• Capital View Centurion CH, The Fashionista GCH, and 
Soft And Stunning, all with world or Grand National 
titles.

• After Shock Dot Com (by Centerpiece), sire of:
• FRF Orion, World Champion Pleasure Driving Junior 

Exhibitor

EXHALE (Centerpiece x Fond Memories by Serenity Masterpiece) 
(dam of three for FRF). Dam of: 

• FRF Seattle Reign (by HVK Courageous Flaire), multiple 
world championships in pleasure driving.

• FRF Stolen Moment (BHOF) (by Cedar CreekHarlequin), 
dam of three world champions

• FRF Quintessa (by War And Peace), Reserve Grand National 
Champion Pleasure Driving Three-Year-Old

ESSENCE OF TIME (Timelok [by Serenity Masterpiece] x Up 
Hyre Lothian) (dam of two for FRF). Dam of: 

• FRF Looking Glass (by After Shock Dot Com), dam of: 
• Stoney Point Bogart (by Dragonsmeade Icon), World 

Futurity Champion Pleasure Driving Two-Year-Old

WIDE EYED INNOCENCE (Serenity Masterpiece x Kinglow’s 
Cherish) (dam of one for FRF). Dam of: 

• FRF Exodus (by Centerpiece), Grand National titles in 
Amateur Pleasure Driving with Kurt Rumens

• Flawless (by WWW Reality Check Dot Com), World 
Champion Mare

• Decadence (by WWW Reality Check Dot Com), World 

Champion Mare; dam of: 
• Clayhill Wow Factor (by Minion Millennium), World 

Champion Mare
• Analyze That (by Centerpiece), Junior World Champion 

Stallion
• Clayhill Affirmative GCH (by A Winter Day), World 

Champion Three-Year-Old English Pleasure

SLIP INTO SILK (Serenity Masterpiece x CyDon’s Cynthia) (dam 
of three with FRF prefix, all by Masterpiece sons). Dam of: 

• Minion Mademoiselle (by DBA Street Talk), World Champion 
English Pleasure Junior Exhibitor 14–17

• FRF Reason To Believe (by Centerpiece), dam of: 
• Crushin’ It (by SpiceOLife Present Tense GCH), Reserve 

World Champion Pleasure Driving Four-Year-Old 
• FRF Orion (by After Shock Dot Com), World Champion 

Junior Exhibitor Pleasure Driving
• CBMF Shimmer GCH (by War And Peace), World Champion 

Jumper
• CBMF Slippery When Wet (by GLB Bell Pepper), Grand 

National Champion Hunter Seat Equitation

PRELUDE TO PASSION (Serenity Masterpiece x Cy Don’s Cyn-
thia). Dam of: 

• Trade Secrets (by DBA Street Talk), dam of: 
• Bada Bing (by AFF Leroy Brown), all-time winningest 

English Pleasure World Champion.
• CBMF Always On My Mind (by GLB Bell Pepper), dam of:

• Detweiler’s Mizteri Man (by Mizrahi), World Champion 
Western Pleasure Three- & Four-Year-Old

• CBMF Cease Fire GCH (by War And Peace), multiple world 
championships in English pleasure, classic pleasure saddle, 
and walk-trot.   n

OFFSPRING OF FLEETING HEART
Cache, FRF Centerfold.

OFFSPRING OF EXHALE
FRF Seattle Reign, FRF Stolen Moment, BHOF.

OFFSPRING OF ESSENCE OF TIME 
& PRELUDE TO PASSION

FRF Looking Glass, CBMF Cease Fire GCH.

OFFSPRING OF WIDE EYED INNOCENCE
FRF Exodus, Flawless, Decadence.

OFFSPRING OF SLIP INTO SILK
Minion Mademoiselle, FRF Reason To Believe, FRF Orion, CBMF Shimmer CH.

(photos © Doug Shiflet, Howard Schatzberg, Shane Shiflet, Ken Martin, Casey McBride, Jay Goss, Denlore Photography)




